
The open proceedings of this meeting are being recorded 
 
 

CAL POLY POMONA FOUNDATION, INC. 
CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY, POMONA 

PERSONNEL COMMITTEE 
 

Friday, November 22, 2019 
2:00 pm – 3:00 pm 

Building #55 – Executive Conference Room 
 

AGENDA 
 
 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC who may or may not be commenting on a specific item 
or making a general comment.  
 
 
CONSENSUS ACTION ITEMS         PAGE 
Consensus Action Items: Items in this section are considered to be routine and acted on by the 
committee in one motion.  Each item of the Consent agenda approved by the committee shall be 
deemed to have been considered in full and adopted as recommended. Any committee member may 
request that a consent item be removed from the consent agenda to be considered as a separate action 
item.  If no additional information is requested, the approval vote will be taken without discussion. 
 
 
1. Corrected Minutes September 5, 2019 Meeting   Danielle Manning 2 - 3  
 ACTION: Approval 
 
 
ACTION ITEMS  
 
2.  Longevity Plan Revisions     David Prenovost 4 - 30 
         Dutch Ross w/AJG & Co. 
         Gary Cline w/ Nicolay Consulting  
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CAL POLY POMONA FOUNDATION, INC. 
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 

September 5, 2019 
 
Present: Dr. Lea Dopson, Ms. Danielle Manning, Mr. James Priest via WebEx, Ms. Sharon Reiter,  Dr. David 

Speak and Ms. Joy Tafarella  
 
Absent: Ms. Mei Lien Chang, Ms. Deborah Goman and Mr. Augustus Rodrigurz 
 
Staff: Mrs. Claudia Burciaga-Ramos, Ms. Jenny Dennis, Mr. Dennis Miller and Mr. David Prenovost  
 
Visitors: Mr. Dutch Ross, Ms. Shelia Jones, Ms. Britt Braham and Mr. Gary Cline all via WebEx   
 
  
CALL TO ORDER 
 
Danielle Manning called the meeting to order at 1:05 pm.  
 
CONSENSUS ACTION ITEMS 
  
1. Meeting Minutes 

 
The minutes for February 5, 2019 were approved by consent.  

 
ACTION ITEMS 
 
2. Holiday Schedule 
 

Dennis Miller explained that the University and Foundation will be closed for business Christmas Day through 
New Year’s Day.  This year, the University closure period will start on Wednesday, December 25th, and 
employees are scheduled to return to work on Thursday, January 2nd.    

 
Due to the general lack of productive work on Monday and Tuesday immediately prior to Christmas Day, 
Foundation will be closed on those two days.  Therefore, Foundation Management is requesting December 23rd 
and December 24th as paid Foundation Holiday’s for 2019 
 
A motion was made by David Speak to accept the Foundation paid holidays on December 23rd and December 
24th and have the motion brought forth to the Board of Directors for approval. The motion was seconded by Jim 
Priest and approved. 
 

3.           Healthcare Premiums 
 

Dennis Miller presented the Foundation Management’s recommendation for the monthly contribution to the 2020 
healthcare premiums for each employee or annuitant. These premium contributions are based on the 
Foundation’s annual increase capped at 5% previously approved by the Board of Directors at their May 14, 2019 
meeting.  The Foundation will contribute for the 2020 healthcare premiums up to $581 for employee or annuitant, 
up to $1162 for an employee or annuitant with one dependent, and up to $1644 for an employee or annuitant 
enrolled for self and 2 or more dependents. 
 
A motion was made by David Speak to approve the Foundation’s recommendation of a 5% annual increase to its 
monthly contribution for the 2020 healthcare premiums and have the motion forwarded to the Board of Directors 
for review and approval. The motion was seconded by Lea Dopson and approved. 
 

4.           Longevity Plan Revisions    
 

Dennis Miller explained the Longevity Plan Revisions and Dutch Ross and Shelia Jones with Arthur J. Gallagher 
& Company contributed.  A decision was made for staff to provide additional information at the next Personnel 
Committee meeting.  
 

5.   Closed Session  
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 A motion was made at 2:00 pm by David Speak to enter into Closed Session and seconded by Sharon Reiter 

and approved. A motion was made at 2:25 pm by David Speak to come out of Closed Session and seconded by 
Sharon Reiter and approved. 
 

 
 
INFORMATION ITEMS 
 
6.           EDD Audit Update    
 

Dennis Miller state in July 2018 Foundation was notified by the California Employment Development 
Department (EDD) of an audit they were going to conduct with Foundation.  The audit was initiated when an 
independent contractor, who had a short-term engagement with the University, filed a claim for unemployment 
benefits and was denied.  He subsequently filed an appeal to that decision, and during the appeal process, he 
identified Foundation as a “related entity” to the University.  According to the EDD auditor, that identification 
triggered an audit of Foundation by EDD.  At no time was that independent contractor paid by Foundation.   

 
We expect our analysis to take up to 8 weeks and expect the total amount we will actually pay EDD to be less 
than $40,000.  

  
 
 
Meeting adjourned at 1:52 p.m. 
 
 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
 
 
 
Danielle Manning 
Chair, Personnel Committee 
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Memorandum   
 
Date:  November 22, 2019 
 
To:  Personnel Committee 
  Cal Poly Pomona Foundation, Inc. 
   
From:  Dennis Miller 
  Chief Employment Officer 
 
Enclosure: Current LPP with 457(b) Vesting Requirements 
  457(b) vs HRA Plan Provisions & Eligibility Chart  

Graph Comparing 457(b) Expense with HRA Expense 
 
Subject: Improving the Longevity Pay Plan Funding Model by Adding the 

Health Reimbursement Account and Removing the 457(b) 
 
In February 2009, Foundation discontinued offering post-employment healthcare 
benefits to employees hired on or after March 1, 2009.  In May 2010, Foundation 
adopted a new benefit called the Longevity Pay Plan (LPP).  The purpose of the LPP 
was to offer some level of benefit to eligible newly hired employees who would not be 
eligible for post-employment healthcare benefits through Foundation’s group plan.  
 
The LPP program applies to employees hired on or after March 1, 2009, and who have 
worked for Foundation for 10 or more years.  Meeting these two criteria allows an 
employee to receive a Foundation cash benefit via the 457 plan.   
 
The current cash benefit, and funding model, permits Foundation to contribute a pre-tax 
cash amount into the employee’s 457(b) account based on a formula.  The formula 
factors in the rate of pay for an individual employee, and that rate of pay is multiplied by 
a percentage based on full time years of service of the employee.  As an employee 
earns more years of service, the percentage factor increases as longevity increases, 
generally (see attached chart).  Once an employee ends their employment with 
Foundation for any reason, funds from the 457(b) account may be withdrawn, are 
subject to Federal income tax, and may be used for any purpose. 
 
The first two employees will become eligible for a cash payment into their 457(b) from 
the LPP benefit this year.  However, due to favorable tax changes in the Internal 
Revenue Code, Foundation management has been evaluating the use of a Health 
Reimbursement Account (HRA) which is tax free, to replace the existing 457(b) funding 
model, which is a tax deferred plan.   
 
An HRA is more closely aligned with the original intent of the LIPP (to help cover 
medical insurance expenses into retirement years), and unlike the 457(b) funding 
model, an HRA allows Federal tax-free withdrawals.   
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The proposed HRA plan will have vesting parameters modeled loosely after the vesting 
schedule for CalPERS pension benefits.   Under the HRA funding model, the vesting 
period will start at 5 years instead of the current period of 10 years, an employee will not 
begin to receive contributions to the proposed HRA until they have also reach 52 years 
of age.  For example, HRA eligibility will require an employee to have at least 5 years of 
full time service with Foundation and be at least 52 years old to be eligible to receive 
contributions to the employee’s HRA account.   
 
The amount Foundation will contribute to the proposed HRA for each eligible employee 
will be equal to the Foundation’s monthly healthcare premium paid for the “Employee 
Only” level, and this monthly amount will mirror the existing premiums each year for 
“Employee Only” level.  
 
The contribution to the HRA Plan will occur once per year, typically in July, and will 
represent the prior year vesting amounts for each employee meeting the minimum 
eligibility requirements. 
 
The interactive excel worksheet illustrates the current forecasted contributions to the 
current Federal and State taxable 457(b) funding model, and compares that expense to 
the forecasted expense under the Federal tax free proposed HRA funding model.  
Although the 457(b) contributions are low in the initial years when compared with the 
proposed HRA contributions, the 457(b) contributions are slightly higher over a 15 year 
period, and beyond 15 years the 457(b) contributions will continue to outpace the 
proposed HRA contribution levels.  
 
PROPOSED ACTION: 
The following resolution is recommended for approval by Foundation Management: 
 
RESOLVED, that the Personnel Committee of the Board of Directors approves 
forwarding Foundation Management’s proposal to modify the Federal taxable 457(b) 
funding model with the Federal tax free HRA funding model for its Longevity Pay Plan, 
along with the modified vesting schedule under the proposed HRA funding model, for 
review and consideration by its Board of Directors at their next regularly scheduled 
meeting.  
 
 
PASSED AND ADOPTED THIS 22nd DAY OF NOVEMBER 2019. 
 
 
__________________________________ 
Danielle Manning, Chair     
Personnel Committee 
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Plan Provision  457(b)  HRA 

Eligibility  10 yos  Age 52 & 5 yos 

Vesting  100% upon eligibility  100% upon eligibility 

Benefit 
2% of base pay in the 1st year, 
escalating 0.5% per each 
additional yos 

100% of CPPF’s share of the 
premium contribution based on  
Employee Only  Annual 
contributions July 1 after age 52. 

Growth in Benefit due to: 
Salary Scale (Assume 3.25% salary 
growth; same as OPEB valuation) 

COLA on employer share of 
premium paid (Assume 5.00%/yr.) 

Participant Access to 
Funds 

After employment  After employment 

Individual Participant 
Accounts Maintained 

Yes, keeping track of deposits and 
investment earnings 

Yes, keeping track of deposits and 
investment earnings 

Investment Earnings  Yes  Yes 

Investment Allocation  Employee directed  Employee directed 

Forfeitures  No  No 

Employer Contributions 
Made annually to each participant 
account in the amount of benefit 
earned 

Made annually to a trust  

Taxable Withdrawals  Yes  No 

Employer Discretion over 
Amount of Annual 
Contribution? 

Yes, the BOD can decide not to 
make a contribution in any given 
year. 

No 

 
Notes: 
 

1. Foundation eliminated retiree healthcare benefits for employees hired on or after 3‐1‐2009.  
The LPP was created (using the 457 plan) to offer a cash benefit to help offset the loss of retiree 
healthcare insurance for newly hired full time employees. 

2. Either funding model requires the employee to be hired on or after 3‐1‐2009 in a full time 
status.  Employees hired prior to 3‐1‐2009 are eligible for retiree healthcare benefits and 
therefore are not eligible for the existing LPP cash payment using the 457.  This same cohort of 
employees will not be eligible for cash when using the HRA.   

3. Using the HRA as the funding model compared to the 457 model will increase the cost to 
Foundation during the first 7‐8 years.  After that period and going forward, the cost to 
Foundation will decrease slightly using the HRA funding model.  
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Purpose.   The purpose of this policy is to provide the structure to offer a new benefit program designed 

to reward employees for their long term commitment and contributions to Foundation.   This new 

benefits program is called “Foundation’s Longevity Pay Plan”, hereinafter referred to as the “FLPP”.  

Although the FLPP is not intended to replace the retiree health benefits program offered prior to March 

1, 2009, employees will be able to use funds from the FLPP for any purpose, thereby providing 

maximum flexibility to the individual who has earned these funds. 

Applicability.  This policy applies to all “Benefited” employees of Foundation to the extent it is not in 

conflict with rules and regulations associated with grants and contracts.   

Policy Provisions. 

1. To be eligible for the FLPP, employees of the Foundation must be first hired on or after March 1,

2009.  Employees must be classified as full time (scheduled to work at least 30 hours per week

on average during the full 12 month fiscal year) and be classified as a “benefited employee”, and

must have completed the periods of employment as stated below.  Student employees and

employees not working at least 30 hours per week are not eligible for the FLPP.

2. An employee must have at least 120 months of benefited service with Foundation to begin to

receive funds from the FLPP.  Employees who work partial years due to seasonal lay-offs or

partial year schedules (i.e.: 10/12 months) and are otherwise classified as “benefited

employees” are eligible to have their time pro-rated based on the hours they have worked as a

benefited employee.

For example, when a benefited employee is laid off during the months of July and August due to

work schedule reductions beyond the control of the employee, such an employee would still

receive credit for the two months they were laid off even though they did not actually perform

services for Foundation during those two months.

3. Foundation will seek approval from the Board of Directors, on an annual basis, for an aggregate

amount to be contributed to the FLPP.  Those funds will then be applied to each employee’s

account per the below schedule.
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All contribution amounts for the FLPP are reviewed annually by the Board of Directors and are 

completely discretionary from year to year – the Board of Directors might approve or deny the 

request to apply Foundation contributions into the FLPP in any given year.  However, once 

approved by the Board of Directors, the FLPP contributions are irrevocable and will be credited 

to the individual employee’s account.  Many factors are considered in the review process by the 

Board of Directors, although the two key factors include the overall financial performance of 

Foundation for the prior fiscal year, and the expected fiscal constraints during future fiscal years 

expected by either the Foundation and or University. 

4. Schedule for FLPP

a. Years of Completed Service Compensation Factor 

10 2% 

11 2.5%  

12 3% 

13 3.5% 

14 4% 

15 5% 

16 5.5% 

17 6% 

18 6.5% 

19 7% 

20 10% 

25+ 15%* 

5. Once an employee has achieved the completed Years of Service as outlined in the above

Schedule, the corresponding Compensation Factor will be applied to the total annual base

wages paid to the employee for the last calendar year, and this will be the amount Foundation

will contribute into the FLPP on the part of the eligible employee.  All FLPP contributions will be

deposited directly into the Foundation 457(b) plan, and become fully vested by the employee

immediately.

I acknowledge that it is my responsibility to read the above items and where applicable, I agree to comply with 
their provisions as a condition of my employment.  

Employee Signature: ___________________________________ Date: ______________
5/18/17, 6:42:22 PM
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©2019 ARTHUR J. GALLAGHER & CO.  |  AJG.COM

November 19, 2019

Introducing HealthInvest HRA
A tax-free health reimbursement arrangement for public and non-
profit employees

Dutch Ross, HealthInvest HRA National Sales Director
Sheilla Jones, Area Counsel HRA Plan and Trust Consulting
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2©2019 ARTHUR J. GALLAGHER & CO.  |  AJG.COM

• Account-based group health plan
• Funded by the employer
• Assets held in trust (VEBA)
• Tax-free contributions
• Tax-free earnings
• Tax-free reimbursements of qualified 

out-of-pocket medical care expenses 
and premiums

• No high deductible health plan required
• No IRS contribution limits
• Full carryover of unused balances
• Surviving dependents can use funds

What is a funded HRA?

HRA
Health 
Reimbursement 
Arrangement

“Medical Expense 
Reimbursement Account”

“VEBA”

“MERP”

“Retirement Health Savings Account”

“Retirement Medical Savings Account”

“Post Employment Health Plan”
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3©2019 ARTHUR J. GALLAGHER & CO.  |  AJG.COM

• Retiree

• Spouse

• IRS qualified dependent(s)
 Qualifying child (through age 26)
 Qualifying relative

Whose expenses are eligible? 
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4©2019 ARTHUR J. GALLAGHER & CO.  |  AJG.COM

• Out-of-pocket medical expenses are defined by the IRS
 Medical, dental, and vision

 Co-payments, deductibles, co-insurance

 Prescription drugs

• Qualified insurance premiums
 Medical, dental, and vision

 Medicare and Medicare supplement plans

 Tax-qualified long-term care (subject to IRS limits)

Qualified Expenses
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Depending on your employer’s plan design, you may be able 
to use your post-separation account for dental and vision 
expenses during active employment.

Post-separation Benefits Plan

* If you become re-employed by the employer that made (or is making) contributions to your post-separation
account, you will not be eligible to file claims to that account for expenses you incur while re-employed.

For any HRA-eligible 
employee, including those who 
are not eligible to receive 
contributions to the In-service 
Benefits Plan

Reimburses 
expenses after you 
separate from 
service or retire*
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Customizable Plan Design

• Eligibility
– Completed five years of work and attained at least age 52

• Funding
– Eligible employees will be 100% vested and contributions will be made 

to a trust for their benefit during their active employment only, 
accordingly no OBEP obligation will be incurred

• Claims-eligible upon separation from service
*We will need to draft the eligibility requirements in a way that we don’t 
discriminate in favor of highly compensated employees.
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Introducing HealthInvest HRA

HealthInvest HRA is a turn-key, funded HRA 
solution for actives and retirees.

Gallagher has been providing funded HRA programs since 1984, longer than 
anyone in the market.

Single- and multiple-employer 
HRA plan and trust clients

170,000+

Participants
1,150+

Employers

Over 
$1 billion 

in total 
funded HRA 

assets
15



8©2019 ARTHUR J. GALLAGHER & CO.  |  AJG.COM

Proven, turn-key, full-service Solution
We’ll handle the details

Administration and 
Recordkeeping

Custodial, Trust, 
and Banking

Customer Care Center

Consulting and Compliance

Investments

Plan Communication 
and Education

Gallagher
HRA 

Service 
Manager
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9©2019 ARTHUR J. GALLAGHER & CO.  |  AJG.COM

Common funding sources

• Cash-outs of unused 
leave time

• Excess benefit dollars
• Medical opt-out dollars
• Direct employer 

contributions
• Contributions as part of 

COLA

• Mandatory employee 
contributions

• Wellness incentives

• Retirement incentives

• Executive/Key employee 
contributions (Section 115 trust; post-
separation premiums only)
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10©2019 ARTHUR J. GALLAGHER & CO.  |  AJG.COM

• Participant-directed
• Invest your HRA by choosing from a menu of 

13 investment funds
• Can select any combination of funds
• Can change allocation monthly
• Earnings are tax-exempt

Investment Options

Investment Fund Overview is updated 
quarterly and contains historical performance 
data for each fund.

The 
choice
is yours.
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11©2019 ARTHUR J. GALLAGHER & CO.  |  AJG.COM

• Multiple options to fit every 
participant
 Online 

 HRAgo® mobile app

 Paper form (mail or email)

 OneBridge Benefits Card (debit card)

• Direct deposit available 

• Most claims processed within 1-3 
business days

Getting Money Out

H RA
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Responsive Website Platforms

Web portals are optimized for viewing on a variety of devices
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Online Participant Portal
Real time account dashboard
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• Add mobile access. Download 
HRAgo® from the App Store or 
Google Play

• Snap pictures of supporting 
documentation and submit 
claims from your smartphone

• Check your balance, view and 
update your investments, update 
your contact information, and 
more!

Mobile Access

HRA
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© 2017 ARTHUR J. GALLAGHER & CO.  |  AJG.COM

Questions?
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Thank you!

Dutch Ross, HealthInvest National Sales Director
303.889.2768 I dutch_ross@ajg.com 
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Investment advisory, named and independent fiduciary services are offered through Gallagher Fiduciary Advisors, LLC, an SEC
Registered Investment Adviser. Gallagher Fiduciary Advisors, LLC may pay referral fees or other remuneration to employees of
AJG or its affiliates or to independent contractors; such payments do not change our fee. This document contains confidential and
proprietary information that belongs to Gallagher Fiduciary Advisors, LLC and is protected by copyright, trade secret and other State
and Federal laws. Any copying, redistribution or retransmission of any of the contents without the written consent of Gallagher
Fiduciary Advisors, LLC is expressly prohibited. Gallagher Fiduciary Advisors, LLC is a single-member, limited liability company,
with Gallagher Benefit Services, Inc. as its single member. Neither Arthur J. Gallagher & Co., Gallagher Fiduciary Advisors, LLC nor
their affiliates provide accounting, legal or tax advice.

Consulting and insurance brokerage services to be provided by Gallagher Benefit Services, Inc. Gallagher Benefit Services, Inc. is a
licensed insurance agency that does business in California as Gallagher Benefit Services of California Insurance Services and in
Massachusetts as Gallagher Benefit Insurance Services. Neither Arthur J. Gallagher & Co., nor its affiliates provide accounting,
legal or tax advice.

©2019 ARTHUR J. GALLAGHER & CO.  |  AJG.COM
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HealthInvest HRA 

Plan Adoption Process and Flow of Funds 
 
 

1. Plan Sponsor Decides to adopt HealthInvest HRA Plan 
 

    
 

2. Plan Sponsor and GBS execute 
 

  Plan 
Adoption 

Agreement 
 

Master Trust 
Adoption Agreement 

 

Gallagher – HRA Service Manager 
In the Adoption Agreement and Plan 
Documents, Plan Sponsor engages 

and directs Gallagher as HRA 
Service Manager to perform or sub-

contract any or all of the 
administrative services to third-party 

service providers. 

System 
Administration, 
Recordkeeping, 
Claims Payment,  

Reporting 

Outgoing mail and 
print services 

 
Scanning Services 

 

Plan Operation 
 

Compliance 
and Consulting  

 
Customer Care 

Center 

Investment 
Management 
(Fund lineup) 

 

HealthInvest HRA Program  
Fully Serviced, Turnkey Plan 

 

Trustee and Master Trustee 
Plan Sponsor trust adopts 

HealthInvest Master Trust and 
engages the Master Trustee for 
trustee, custodial, banking, and 

transfer agent services 

Trustee/custodial 
Banking 

Transfer agent 
(investment trades) 
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Flow of Funds for HealthInvest HRA Plan 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Employer 
contributions 
$$$$$ 
 remitted to Plan 
 

Master Trustee/Custodian/Transfer Agent 
Employer contributions are held and invested on an 
omnibus basis in the following custodial accounts  

 
Participant Accounts 

Balances, investment earnings/losses, expenses, and fees, credited through sub-
accounting by plan record-keeper, who also aggregates participant transactions and 

provides aggregate daily trade instructions to Master Trustee bank 
 

Claims Payment 
Account 
Moneys transferred 
from participant 
accounts to                    
pay claims 

        $$$ transferred at 
participant direction to  
        pay claims 

$$$ collected from 
plan administration 

fees 
 

Reimbursements 
paid to 
participants 

Participant 
Accounts $$$$ Participant 

Accounts $$$$ 

Participant 
Accounts $$$$ Participant 

Accounts $$$$ 

HRA Service Manager 
Moneys transferred 
from participant for 
plan operation 

Pays subcontractor 
fees and other plan 
operation expenses 

Contribution Account  
From the contribution account, funds are allocated and invested based upon 
participant elections. HealthInvest HRA record-keeper will do participant sub-

accounting. 
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Memorandum 
 

To: Dutch Ross 
 
From: HealthInvest HRA Legal and Compliance 
 
Date: July 31, 2019 
 
Re: Trust Options for Cal Poly Foundation (the “Foundation”) 

______________________________________  
 

The following is a summary of trust options available to Cal Poly Foundation for funding HRA plan assets.  
 
We understand that the Foundation is interested in implementing a post-separation health 
reimbursement arrangement (HRA) plan for some or all of its employees. In doing so, the Foundation 
would like to explore its options for funding contributions to the plan and holding plan assets on a tax-
exempt basis.  The Foundation currently participates in a VEBA trust established to fund and provide 
pension plan benefits for a number of entities related to the Foundation, and for which the Foundation 
has a representative on the Board of Trustees/Directors.  For funding of the HRA plan, the Foundation 
could: (1) establish a new single-employer VEBA trust; (2) establish a new multiple-employer VEBA trust; 
(3) utilize a non-VEBA trust; or (4) utilize the already-established pension plan VEBA trust in which it 
participates.  Each option is explained more fully below. 
 
Single-employer VEBA trust.  Gallagher can assist the Foundation in establishing its own VEBA trust into 
which it can fund its assets.  The trust will require initial application for exemption from the IRS and it 
must file an annual IRS Form 990 tax return.  Since the Foundation’s plan is subject to ERISA, an annual 
financial audit would be required.  The audit and tax returns are trust administration costs that are not 
included in the HealthInvest HRA fees for administration of the plan.  These costs could be assumed by 
the Foundation or allocated to participants as an additional trust administration fee.  We can 
recommend and engage a firm to perform these functions, which would cost approximately $10,000 
annually, or the Foundation could engage its own audit firm to perform these functions.  Initial setup 
cost for a single-employer VEBA trust, including drafting the Trust Agreement and filing for exemption 
with the IRS, would be $3,500. However, if any complications arose in the application process, additional 
pass-through fees or expenses may arise. 
 
Multiple-employer VEBA trust.  The Foundation may also consider establishing a multiple-employer 
VEBA trust that can be utilized by other entities affiliated with the Foundation and/or other California 
non-profit entities.  Each participating entity would adopt its own separate plan for which it has 
complete and independent control.  The multiple-employer trust would simply serve as a funding 
vehicle for each entity’s plan assets.  Initial trust set-up cost of $3,500 would be borne by the 
Foundation, but we could discuss ways in which that cost might be shared by other adopting entities. If 
any complications arose with the application process, there may be additional pass-through fees or 
expenses.  Annual trust administration costs, including an annual financial audit and IRS Form 990 tax 
return would be shared by all participating employers on a pro-rata basis, based upon participant count.  
Depending on the timing of the Foundation’s plan adoption and the number of other entities who 
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participate in this trust, the Foundation’s annual trust administration costs would be no greater than the 
single-employer option of $10,000 and would decrease proportionately as other plan sponsors adopt 
this multiple-employer trust. 
 
Non-VEBA trust. Similarly to the single-employer VEBA trust described above, Gallagher can assist the 
Foundation in establishing its own non-VEBA trust into which it can fund its assets.  The advantage 
would be that a non-VEBA trust would not be subject to some of the stringent rules and regulations and 
transfer limitations applicable to VEBAs.  The trust may require initial application for exemption from 
the IRS, but we believe this will be a shortened application process since the exemption is based upon 
the existing tax-exemption for the Foundation.  Similar to a VEBA trust, the non-VEBA trust will likely be 
required to file an annual IRS Form 990 tax return, and an annual financial audit would be required 
under ERISA.  The audit and tax returns are trust administration costs that are not included in the 
HealthInvest HRA fees for administration of the plan.  These costs could be assumed by the Foundation 
or allocated to participants as an additional trust administration fee.  We can recommend and engage a 
firm to perform these functions, which would cost approximately $10,000 annually, or the Foundation 
could engage its own audit firm to perform these functions.  Initial setup cost for a non-VEBA trust, 
including drafting the Trust Agreement and filing for exemption with the IRS, would be $3,500. If 
complications arose with the filing, additional pass-through costs or fees may apply. 
 
Use of existing pension plan trust. The Foundation may be able to utilize the previously established 
pension plan VEBA trust to fund its HRA plan assets.   
 
The advantages to this option are as follows: 
 

 Utilizing the existing trust would eliminate the set-up costs associated with a new trust; 

 Possibly all or most of the expenses for the trust’s annual audit and tax return may also be 
eliminated, though we cannot opine on how the existing Board may decide to allocate trust 
expenses when the HRA plan is added to the trust; and 

 Other entities participating in the pension plan would also be able to adopt the HealthInvest 
HRA for their employees. 

 
However, there are a number of considerations that might make use of the existing pension plan trust 
less desirable, including: 
 

 Lack of Control: We assume that administration of the existing VEBA trust is controlled by its 
Board.  This may result in the Board making discretionary and administrative decisions that 
could impact the Foundation’s separate HRA plan without the consent or control of the 
Foundation. 
 

 Competitor Concerns: We understand that Keenan & Associates is the plan and trust consultant 
for the existing VEBA trust and pension plan.  While this service is likely limited to the pension 
plan, Keenan & Associates also offers a funded HRA program that competes with HealthInvest 
HRA.  Gallagher would likely be uncomfortable with Keenan & Associates having access to 
information related to the HRA plan and Gallagher’s administration of it. 

 

 Different Custodians: The HealthInvest HRA requires use of the HealthInvest Master Trustee and 
Custodian, Washington Trust Bank.  This would likely require amendment of the trust document 
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and approval by the Board to allow the HRA plan assets to be held by a different custodian than 
the one used for the pension plan. 
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